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OVERVIEW

Riley helps developers secure the real estate 
and financing necessary for their energy 
portfolios to reach and maintain commercial 
operation.
Driven to work in a field where he could build tangible projects and 
see ideas reach fruition, Riley represents both small-scale and 
nationwide developers of wind, solar, and battery storage projects. 
Whether it be assisting with the financing of their portfolios and 
obtaining the site control necessary to reach interconnection 
thresholds or conducting due diligence to gear up for tax equity 
financing, Riley takes care to ensure that developers’ portfolios are 
holistic, secure, and durable.

Riley’s experience includes drafting and negotiating site control 
agreements, such as leases, easements, purchase options, and 
deeds; reviewing the financing documents necessary for clients to 
reach construction financing; analyzing and revising title policies 
and ALTA surveys; and researching and resolving state-specific 
legal issues. Clients rely on Riley to ensure that these crucial items 
are in place and financeable at the beginning of the project 
lifecycle, as well as throughout construction and tax equity 
financing, and trust him to resolve any issues that may arise.

Riley takes special pride in working on projects from the ground 
up, working hand in hand with developers and the Husch Blackwell 
team to bring a project from early siting and approval work all the 
way through to completed construction and generation. He 
understands the importance of these projects to both clients and 
the global community and has a reputation for providing clients 
with thorough and holistic representation. Riley’s aim is to ensure he fully understands a client’s 
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plans, needs, and goals, and he appreciates the importance of understanding the “why” behind a 
given solution: a solid grasp of a project’s context helps him provide fuller, truly actionable 
answers to the sometimes difficult and complex questions that can arise.
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